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Autodesk AutoCAD:   Advanced     [9 Years]

Autodesk Revit:   Advanced     [8 Years]

Autodesk 3ds Max:   Proficient     [7 Years]

Adobe Photoshop:   Advanced     [8 Years]

Adobe InDesign:   Advanced     [6 Years]

Google SketchUP:   Proficient     [4 Years]

Hand-Drawing:   Proficient     [6 Years]

Digital Fabrication:   Proficient     [5 Years]

Adobe Illustrator:   Advanced     [6 Years]

Autodesk Rhino:   Proficient     [5 Years]
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New Church of Amherst
Advisor: Madis Pihlak

Architectural Thesis II

Fall 2015 - Spring 2016

30 Weeks



Church Architecture for 
Holistic Health
     A study of how new hybrid church-community 

centers can improve holistic health in New England.

 

    The New Church of Amherst is a new building 

typology located in Amherst, Massachusetts. This 

thesis is the cumulation of multiple studies, 

including research on the state of holistic health in 

America, existing programmatic breakdowns of 

churches, community centers, and holistic health 

centers, and the historic local context. 

 

     Holistic health is a problem, especially in New 

England, as New England is the least spiritual region 

of the country. The goal of introducing the New 

Church of Amherst is to provide a neutral location 

for the student and local population of Amherst to 

nurture mental, physical, and spiritual growth. 

    

    This new building typology will improve holistic 

health in New England, and act as an example for 

the rest of the country. Reintroducing the church 

as a place of growth and healing reinforces the 

Biblical roots of the church, and will change church 

perception in New England.  
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Eventarium
Professors: David Sabatello, Simone Bove

Architectural Design VI

Spring 2015

15 Weeks
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 The Eventarium is located in the historic Villa Borghese 
located in the north of Rome, just outside the Aurelian Wall. The Villa 
is versatile in the different programmatic elements which hold public 
events, museums, and spaces for relaxing in the public parks. The 
prompt of this studio was to create a new museum, commercial 
buildings, and an eventarium to hold various events and to relieve 
some older parts of the Villa from overuse. 

 The site proper is located in the southern corner of the park 
and terminates the main axis from the Palazzo Borghese. The site 
currently has a parking garage underneath it with a column grid of 
13 meters - which was used as an existing condition to generate the 
linear grid seen in the project.
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bridge movement elevated buildings

peperino travertine frosted glass concrete wood

The building cluster that was the focus of this project was broken down into two parts, the museum pro-
gram and a welcome building - library for museum support. The museum is accentuated as  the only build-
ing to have a different construction material and elevated form as it was the focus of the project..
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Helios House
Professors: Eric Sutherland, Lisa Iulo

Architectural Design V

Fall 2014

15 Weeks



traditional duplex rotate for maximum sun apply site design shift for public space layering across site adapt to lifestyles

The Helios House project was created in collaboration with the State College Community Land Trust 
(SCCLT). The SCCLT is a non-profit housing assistance organization that helps income-qualified individuals 
and families purchase a home in the Borough of State College. The SCCLT helps to reduce the cost of 
buying a home by "splitting" the ownership of the property between the SCCLT and the individual 
homeowner. 

The project was challenged by a strict budget and location, an empty lot in State College Borough. The 
site was being used as a small community garden, something that my group took into account when we 
looked at the landscape design. The house was assigned to be an affordable duplex that provided 
structure and flexibility to young, growing families. The lower half of the proposed project, “Phase 2,” was not 
part of the original project brief, but we found it an important element to reintroduce to the neighborhood. 



The Helios House was oriented facing south rather 
than to the street as to allow both sides of the 
duplex an equal amount of sunlight. The idea of light 
penetrating the house became the language by 
which the spaces of the house were organized. The 
planning of the site and building were layered from 
south to north as to give priority to the southern 
exposure. Radial organization of spaces inside the 
building allowed for the perimeter to house living 
spaces. first floor

ground floor

0’   5   10’       20’                   40’    
basement
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air conditioning units will be located in the master bed-
rooms of both houses - two in the sunrise and one in the 
sunset. THey will regulate the microclimate of the bed-
rooms in the hottest part of the year. 

combined heat and power (C.H.P.) units will be installed in 
the kitchens of both houses. The c.h.p. burns waste to 
create electricity and heat. The electricity will be fed 
back in to the house to reduce energy cost and the heat 
will supplement the hot water tanks.

Warmboard radiant floor heating will be installed on the 
first floor. the water-based system will be fed from the 
monobloc. the system can be on a timed schedule or set 
depending on the heating needs of the families.

wood-burning fireplaces will be installed in the living 
rooms of both houses. these fireplaces can act as a 
supplementary heat source but also as focal points for 
family gathering. 

the altherma monobloc system is a standard heat pump 
offered by daikin ac. The system is an air to water heat 
transfer system. the air will be delivered by the earth 
tube and the hot water will feed the hot water tanks and 
radiant floor. 

daikin hot water tanks are connected directly to the 
monobloc system to save on energy cost. the hot water 
tank have a built-in secondary heating coil which can be 
connected to the c.h.p.

the earth tube will bring fresh air into the building for 
ventilation and will also supply the monobloc. the earth 
tube will passively warm the air as it moves through the 
low-pressure tube. the tube will be made from n-12 soilt-
ight pipe. 
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ALCOSAN Riverside Park
Professor: Rebecca Henn

Architectural Design IV

Fall 2013

15 Weeks



an escape from the industrial context 

end of three rivers trailwater outflow end of montour trail

The ALCOSAN Education center was proposed as a welcome center and 
museum that would educate the public about the wastewater treatment plant 
in Pittsburg, PA. I proposed a extending the existing bike path, connecting it into 
a loop as well as showcasing the hidden parts of the plant. The mission statement 
for the project was as follows: 

Offering an escape from the abrasive urban and industrial context by 
providing recreational and educational facilities. Education through 
connections. The bike path connects the public with the site in a 
macro scale. The bike path connects the users along the site to the 
various elements. The dock and boat storage connects the public 
back to the river. The water outflow showcases the connection 
alcosan has with the river-and therefore-the impact it has on the 
residents of pittsburgh.



trail access

downtown pittsburgh

ohio river allegheny riv
er

monongahela river

distance to existing trail access: 1.2 mi 
distance to downtown pittsburgh: 2.6 mi.

distance to proposed trail access: 0.9 mi
public parks

residential
industrial: strip district

alcosan 

local eateries

additional trail to complete loop: 5.5 mi.
pittsburgh city limits
trail under construction
existing trail

existing trail along the allegheny river: 4.5 mi. 
existing trail along the monongahela river: 9 mi. 

existing trail along the ohio river: 2.6 mi. 
pittsburgh city limits

trail access



bb: bike path and filtration tank

bb: water outflow

cc: pavilion with laboratory expansion

aa: dock with boathouse

bb: bike path and filtration tank

bb: water outflow

cc: pavilion with laboratory expansion

 hh: existing path and western penitentiary     

northern bank of allegheny river providing green to an urban context

section 

path extension

on the water
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context
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context

The Allegheny Riverfront Park is Pittsburgh’s approach to connecting with the rivers that 
define the city of Pittsburgh. This precedent is a local, real-world example that 
construction of this nature is possible and that it can be a successful addition to a river 
city. The park utilizes the bike path system in Pittsburgh and is focused on the connection 
with the path to the rivers.  

High Line Park is located in New York City, New York. It has repurposed the abandoned 
elevated central railroad and has provided a greenspace in an urban context that is 
New York City. This park was an inspiration in the way it provided an escape from the
industrial and urban context of the city to a natural environment and recreation. 

residential: marshall-shadeland and brighton heights neighborhoods

northern bank of allegheny river providing green to an urban context

section 

path extension

on the water

construction process

user integration

context

user integration

context

The Allegheny Riverfront Park is Pittsburgh’s approach to connecting with the rivers that 
define the city of Pittsburgh. This precedent is a local, real-world example that 
construction of this nature is possible and that it can be a successful addition to a river 
city. The park utilizes the bike path system in Pittsburgh and is focused on the connection 
with the path to the rivers.  

High Line Park is located in New York City, New York. It has repurposed the abandoned 
elevated central railroad and has provided a greenspace in an urban context that is 
New York City. This park was an inspiration in the way it provided an escape from the
industrial and urban context of the city to a natural environment and recreation. 
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dd: welcome building core

ee: welcome building interior

ff: beer garden with welcome building

northern bank of susquehanna river shelter on boardwalk

destination of river access

water manipulation

user integration

layout of park

concept model

pavilion interior

concept model

site section

Irvin Park is a little-know local park in Curwensville, PA. Irvin Park is a large complex, but 
the miniature dam and walkway draw most of the attention. The unique design of the 
concrete walkway and central platform allow for the walkway to be covered with water 
for most of the year. The walkway and platform allow for a hands-on experience with the 
water without necessitating a complete immersion. 

The windshelters located in Bexhill-On-Sea, Sussex, England, were an installation to the 
existing boardwalk and beach. The shelters were installed so that people using the 
boardwalk for recreational purposes would have a free, public place to rest and enjoy 
the view of the English Channel. The shelters provide refuge from the sun and the wind 
that runs along the coast.  

northern bank of susquehanna river shelter on boardwalk

destination of river access

water manipulation

user integration

layout of park

concept model

pavilion interior

concept model

site section

Irvin Park is a little-know local park in Curwensville, PA. Irvin Park is a large complex, but 
the miniature dam and walkway draw most of the attention. The unique design of the 
concrete walkway and central platform allow for the walkway to be covered with water 
for most of the year. The walkway and platform allow for a hands-on experience with the 
water without necessitating a complete immersion. 

The windshelters located in Bexhill-On-Sea, Sussex, England, were an installation to the 
existing boardwalk and beach. The shelters were installed so that people using the 
boardwalk for recreational purposes would have a free, public place to rest and enjoy 
the view of the English Channel. The shelters provide refuge from the sun and the wind 
that runs along the coast.  
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aa: dock with boathouse
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boathouse and dock

education pavilions

laboratory expansion

welcome building and beer garden

welcome building and beer garden

foundationfirst floorsecond floorroof
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The proposed program was split into multiple 
buildngs that ran along the bike path on the 
ALCOSAN property. This split was so that the 
buildings could remain at a smaller, more 
inviting scale. The different buildings serve 
different purposes that correspond to their 
relation to the bike path, and the wastewater 
treatment plant.
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the boathouse and dock act as the missing connection to the 

ohio river, one that does not exist anywhere near the ALCOSAN 

plant. 

the education pavilions work as passive education for the 

wastewater treatment plant, inviting park-goers the chance to 

sit and rest while learning about wastewater treatment. 

the laboratory expansion was designed to allow the scientists 

at the plant work at a local laboratory, on ALCOSAN property.

the welcome building is a place for events and field trips that 

would educate large groups about the wastewater treatment 

plant. Also, a cafe and beer garden are on the site to appeal 

to commuting bikers and the local population. 
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Professor: Eric Sutherland

Materials and Building Construction I

Fall 2012

4 Weeks

Geodesic Sphere   



geodesic - the shortest line between two points 
    a a a     that lies in a given surface

 The sphere project was inspired by geodesic spheres in 
architecutre. The sphere was to be made from individual 
segments of our design, being no larger that 12in x 12in. The 
sphere was to have a set diameter and have no internal 
supports. My group took the idea of geodesic in it ’s purest form 
and created curved segments to form the sphere. The sphere 
was modeled using Autodesk Rhino to ensure the curved pieces 
of wood were accurate. The wooden discs and sails were 
created using Autodesk AutoCAD.
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The sphere was formed using curved wooden pieces and wooden disks connected with metal hardware. 
The pieces were bent to the desired curve as to form a spherical shape. Paper sails were added later to 
form the facade of the sphere. The sails and disks were cut using the laser cutter.  
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